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Abstract: The Tilted k i s  Cranking theory is used to describe the coesistence of high and low 
I( bands in yrast spectra of well deformed nuclei, magnetic rotation of transitional nuclei and to 
calculate the parameters of a rotational harniltionan with a fourfold symmetry axis that generates 
AI = 4 staggering in the yrast band 
The orientation of the deformed density distribution relative to the (space fixed) angu- 
lar momentum vector becomes a useful concept at high spin. Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) 
[I] is the version of the meanfield theory that permits to calculate the the orientation of 
the deformed field together with the Parameters that define its shape. Since its introduc- 
tion [2] it has turned out t o  be a reliahle approximation to calculate both energies and 
intra band transition probabilities. She possihility t o  construct dassical vector dia, "raxns 
showing the angular momentum composition is of great help t o  understand the strncture 
of the rotational bands. In tlUs talk I shall discuss tliree applications of TAC: i) multiband 
spektra containing high and low II bands, ii) shears bands and inagnetie rotation and iii) 
an attempt t o  find the microscopic origin of A I  = 4 staggering. 
1 Multiband spectra 
In TAC one seeks HF solntions that rotate uniformly about the angular xriomentunl axis 
7 that has a tilt with the symmetry axis of the deformed field. In order to find the o~igle 
0 one diagonalizes the single particle routhian 
where hdef is the hamiltonian of the non rotating deformed field, containing pairing if 
necessary. Each config~iration constructed from the single particle or qnasiparticle levels 
corresponds t o  a rotational band. Each band hac its individual tilt that is deterrnined by 
minimizing the totalrouthian Ef(w,.i)) at fixed W .  At the rninimunl the angular nnornentuni 
vector and the angular velocity 
are parallel {I]. As in the traditional cranking theary. whirti assurnes that  thst axis ef 
rotation coincides with one of the principal axes of the deformed field [Principd Axis 
Cranking - PAC), there exist several possibilitiec to calculate E' from the single paslick 
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wavefunctions generated by (I), as e. g. Strutinsky renormalization or Skyrme HF. So 
far, most calculations have been carried out in the HFB frame defined by the Pairing + 
QQ Interaction [l, 41. If one is not interested in deformation changes it is sufficient to 
minirnize E' = (h'). 
The results of the TAC calculations are interpreted in thc following way: 
If E1(w,t9) lias its minimum at 21 = 0 the band has not started yet. These solutions 
are disregarded. For each band there is a band head frequency (and Spin as weg) where 
the curvature of Ei(w, 19) changes sign and the minimum begins to move towards SO0. The 
band head frequency and Spin are characteristic for each band and experimeutally weii 
known. 
Each TAC configuration reprcsents a A I  = 1 band (i. e. two degenerate signatures) 
as long as 29 < 90'. When t9 = 90' one lias the ordinary PAC solution that is interpreted 
as a A I  = 2 band of the calculated signature. This change of interpretation leads to 
a discontinuous description (what is a weli known consequence of symmetry breaking). 
fIowever, there are no missing or extra states amoiig the lowest bands. The only unphysical 
feature is a jump of the unfavored signature brancli instead of a continuous onset of 
signature Splitting. 
Using tlie constraint J = 14 = I + 112 one can fix the frequency w and calculate the 
energy E = E' f wJ. Often it is more convenient to  introduce experimental routhians by 
means of the relations 
1 1  
~ ( 1  - -) = - ( E ( I )  - E ( I  - 2)) 
2 2 (3) 
The functions I(w) - $ and E1(w), obtained in this way, can directly be compared with the 
calculated quantities J(w) and E1(w). This has the advantage that one can choose how 
accurately one wants to study the w - dependence. Fig. 1 gives an example. TAC calcu- 
M o n s  only are carried out for w = 0.15 and 0.30MeV. Ide&y tlie calcnlated routhians 
should iie a t  the intersections of the vertical iines with the experimental routhians. AS 
seen, there is reasonahle correspondence. In particular, the relative position of the  hi& 
and low K bands is well accounted for. For the two bands denoted by K1 and K4 no 
TAC solution is found at w = O.15MeV. Accordingly they start above this frequency in 
experiment. Note, eq.(3) differs froni the definition of the frequency, usually used in CSM 
(&ich corresponds to @I). Since no assumption abont J3 (=K a t  tbe band head ui CSM) 
is involved, it is free of any ambiguity. 
The intraband transition probabilities are calculated by means of the semiclassicd 
espressions 
where the vectors of angular momentum , and of spin, ,S? = ($ and the proton 
quadrupole moment, Qo = (qo) are calculated from the TAC conf. I). The free spin 
magnetic moments are attenuated by a factor of 0.7. Examples of calculations of transi- 
tion probabilities can be found in refs. [ I ,  3, 4, 51. 
In order to test the reliability of the TAC approximation we have carried out extensive 
comparisons of Two Particle + Rotor calculations witli the TAC approximation t o  this 
model. Typically it is found that TAC describes rather well both the energies and the 
intra band transition probabiiities of a t  least the lowest 5 bands. The agreement deteri- 
orates with the excitation energy. It turiis out that for high X bands only TAC gives a 
reliable description, whereas the procedures based PAC becoine problematic. The version 
that kecps J3 constant equal to the II value at the band head becomes inaccurate for 
high spin, since even srnall changes of J3 lead to substantial changes of the energies and 
transition probabilities. The other procedure that uses J3 = JC;3j fails if more than 
one quasiparticle contribute t o  the total value of J3. FOT example, if the proton and the 
neutron both have the same k tlien one has a K = 0 and a Ii = 2k band, whereas the 
PAC prescription results in two bands with II = f i k .  
2 Magnetic Rotation 
Tbe recently discovered shears bands in the uuclei aronnd 'Pb ( C. f. e. g. [4] m d  the 
lecture by H. Hübel) represent a new kind of rotation, whose nature was first understood 
in the framework of the TAC [ I ] .  The experimental evidence is the observation of regiilm 
sequences of magnetic dipole transitions in the irregular spectra that are characteristic for 
spherical nuclei. The Bhll values are very large (several&). If seen a t  all, the crossover 
transitions have very small BE2 values (Qt  < l(eb)2). Thus, one ol~seraes uery ~eguEar 
bands with a suhstaniial dynamic moment of inertia ($') 15 ... 25MeV-') in nnclei that 
are almost sphen'cal. 
The esplanatioii of this apparent paradox is tbe shears inechanisni tbat is iiiustrated 
in fig. 2. The active high j orbitals are ii3/* and hSi2 protons and i1312 neutron holes. 
The nucleus has a siight oblate deformation ( ~ 2  -0.1). This deformed field tends to 
aiign the protons with tbe symnietry axis 3 and the neutron holes with the 1 - &s, sirire 
the former have toroidal the latter dumbbell iike density distributioiis. The bands Start. 
witli perpendicular t o  L. Along the band angular momen6urn and energy increase by 
l s ' h i l  1 2 ' 8 8 1  
20 
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Figure 2: Angular momentum composition of the shears band 
nhslz, i ~ i ~ ~ / ~ ,  K [ s ~ / ~ ] - ~ ,  [ i ~ ~ / ~ ] - ~  in '98.200Pb (from 141) 
siniultaneous alignment of both vectors with the total angular momentum 7, which keeps 
an angle of about 45' with the symmetry axis. The name "shears bands" alludes to the 
similarity witli closing a pair of shears for sheep (which has a spring to  keep it open). 
Calculations based on the Pairing + QQ version of TAC account weil for the energies 
and spins of the shears bands observed in 107-201Pb [l, 41. It turns out that most of 
the dynamic moment of inertia results from the shears mechanism, the part due to  the 
deformation is about 7MeV-'. The very smali BE2 values are also well reproduced. TAC 
predicts BM1 values in the order of 5&,, which decrease with angular momentum. The 
decrease is a direct consequence of the shears mechanism, since closing the blades rednces 
tlie length of the component of the magnetic dipole moment perpendicular to J. The M1 
lifetime measnrements are discussed in the lectures hy EI. fIübel [6] and R. Clark 171. Some 
of the experimental BM1 values show the decrease with spin but some not. It seems to 
be importartt t o  clarify whether there exists a systematic discrepancy betweeii theory and 
experinient. 
States that  are related to each other by recoupling of high j orhitals are quite com- 
nion in nuclei with small deformation. They are also connected by fast M1 transitions. 
IIowever, they do not show the regular level spacings over many spin values that jus- 
tify the name band. In order to find the relation between these "muitiplets" and the 
shears bands, we have studied the origin of the regular spacing by means of the spher- 
ical shell model. In order to keep to computational effort within reasonable limits we 
study the following model: The configuration space for neutrons is [i13/2]-n, n = 1,2 and 
~ P I / z ~ P ~ / ~ ,  fs/$', n = 0 , ..., 12. For the protons we assume the stretched configuratiou 
[ h & q 2 ] ~ = „  combined with [ s ~ / ~ ] - ~ .  We use experimental spherical Single particle lev- 
els and a surface 6 - interaction, whose strengt11 is adjusted to tlie spherical spectra of the 
region. Effective charges and g -factors typical for the region are used. The physics of this 
model amounts to  freeze the proton blade of the shears hut to let the neutrons do what 
they like. 
The calcuiations reprodnce fairly well the energies and transition probabilities of the 
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observed shears bands. The BM1 values show the characteristic decrease with spin. Fig. 3 
shows as an exaniple the function I(w) for two configurations in 2001'b, wliere AB contains 
two and AE only one ~ i ~ ~ / ~  holes. It illustrates the general tendency that the more high 
j - orbitals are fornüng the blade the more regular the band becomes. This holds also for 
the different proton configurations, which we have studied as well. 
A second feature is illustrated by fig. 4 that summarizes the results far two il3I2 
neutron holes and different even numbers of neutrons in the fp states. There is a general 
increase of the energy with the angular momentum . This is a consequence of the siiort 
range interaction, which prefers a perpendicular orientation of the angular monrentuni 
vectors of the Protons and neutron holes, because their spatial density distributions are 
tori or dumbbells, respectively. The level spacings are irregular if the fp shell is empty 
or full. The wavefunctions show that this irregularity is accompanied i>y changes of thc 
orientation of the two i l lz  neutron holes relative to each other. Regular bands appear only 
in the middle of the fp shell, where the ~a~efunc t ions  show that the two im12 neutron holes 
are predoniinantly coupled to J = 12. There is a gradual transition from the multiplets to 
the shears bands. Hence, the fp neutrons act as a kind of glue that keeps tfre two neutron 
holes in stretched coupling. Such a long stiff neutron blade can take on many different 
orientations with respect to the proton blade, resulting in a regular shears band. 
IIow does the glue act? The wave function of the fp neutrotts ic mainly composed of 
states with J = 0,2,4, which may combine to a sliglrtly defor~ned density distribution. 
The follorving feedback mechnism seems to be active: 
On the one hand, the slightlg, defomed fp densitg aligns the orbitals jorming a hladz, on 
the other hand, the spntinl density distnbutions of thece orbitah znduce tlre deformatzo3.s 
of the fi> densitg. 
Regular shears bands appear only if this feedback is strong enomgh. Il fewei high j orbitals 
are involved or the lorv j orbitals are less polarizable, the seqlience of the MI ttansitions 
becomes less regular. Also e~perimentaily~ the regular shears bands and the irregular 
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multiplets are just the two limits of a variety of more or less regular M1 sequences. 
The regular M1 sequences with the very weak crossover E2 transitions suggest the 
coricept of magnetic rotation. The name accouuts for the fact that it is the magnetic 
dipole vector what rotates about the angular momentum vector. In the case of the famil- 
iar rotation of well deformed nuclei this role is played by the deformed electrical charge 
distribution. Thus in this context, the name electrieal rotation seems to be appropriate 
for it. The analogies and differences of the two types of rotation are listed in the table. 
Magnetic rotation extends our concept of couective rotatiou, emphasizing the fact that it 
is not always the spatial density distribution that defines the orieutation. 
Magnetic and electric rotation appear often combined, like e. g. in many high I< bands 
of wen deformed nuclei. The new aspect is that there are cases when the electrical part is 
strongly suppressed or almost absent. Fig. 5 gives an overview where such situations may 
be expected. The shears bands in the light Pb isotopes and their neighbors are examples 
of rather pure magnetic rotatiou. Many regular A I  = 1 sequences with high BM1 values 
are also found around Z = 60 and N = 70. There, the electric part is strenger, since one 
is further in the Open sheli where the deformation is larger. It wodd be interesting to  
study the nuclei closer to Z = 50 and N = 82 , where a smaUer electrical component is 
expected. 
/ Electric and Magnetic Rotation 
AI = 2 
ordinarv bands 
gradual alignrnent 
o f  rnany short vector: 
electric quadrupoie 
rnass distribution 
classic and quantal 
electric 
Characteristic o f  
rotational bands 
regular 
E, cc I 
+ 
mhanced transitions 
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the orientation 
(with respect t o  
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isotropy broken 
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.7(2) = AI/AE7 
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Table 1: The relation between electric and ~nagnetic rotation 
" 
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Figure 5: Appearance of magnetic rotation. FnU drawn lines indicate the location of the 
high j particles and daslied ones of the high j holes. The grey s d e  gives the deformation. 
The corners where fuU and dashed lines intersect are particularly favorate for magnetic 
rotation. 
Weakly deformed nuclei may show regular rotational sequences. These are not related 
to deformed configurations coegsting with the spherical ones. They are a the manifestation 
the rotation of along magnetic &pole vector, whidi breaks the spatial isotropy. The finger 
yrint of this magnetic rotation are bands with strong M1 and very weak E2 crossover 
transitions. 
It has recentiy been found that some superdeformed AI = 2 hands in the mass 150 and 190 
regions [8, 91 hut also norm&y deformed nudei [10, 111 show a slight A I  = 4 staggering, 
i. e. the curve found hy interpolating the sequence I = I. f 4n is hy a few keV displaced 
form the curve obtained hy interpolating the sequence I = I0 + 2 + 4n. This enerw 
displacernent has beeu interpreted as a consequence of an inherent fourfold symmetry. 
The subject is discussed in the lectures by I. Hamamoto, B. Mottelson and I. Pavlichenko 
112, 131. Haniamoto and Mott&on ascribe the staggering to a nona.Gal deformation that 
m&es the lang axis of the nncleuc to a fourfold (C4) symmetry ags. In their approacli 
the bands are described by the rotational hamiltouian 
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fixing tbe two moments of inertia. Fig. 6 shows the calculated angular momenta. The 
component along the short axis shows the evpected dependence, where J5 = 0.13keV-'. 
Tlie function J3(29) shows steps, indicating rearrangements of particles. Hence, even with 
the assnmed large value the long axis is not very collective and the application of a 
pure rotor hamiltonian at such high angular momentum is problematic. Accordingly, the 
determination of .T3 becomes to certain extend ambiguous. We find 3 3  = 0.07keV-' if we 
decide to follow the steps adiabaticdy or .'E3 = 0.02keV-' if the configuration at  19 = 90° 
is kept fixed ( C. f. the dashed lines in fig. 6). Hence, our calculations place A in the 
interval 4keV < A < 21keV. 
The function E(J,$ = 90°,+) follows the expected (cos(24))' dependence to a good 
approximation. For the coeffiuent wefind &J4 = 50keV and 370keV for the yrast and the 
lowest nentron p - h excitation, which correspond to to B1 = 2 X 10-'keV and I X 10-4keV, 
respectively. Even if the lower iimit A = 7keV is assumed the ratio Bl/A - 10-4...10-5. 
This is much too small to generate any sizable staggering. In order to localize 4 sufficiently 
one needs B, > 10-' X A, corresponding to the coefficient B1J4 > 180MeV for J = 40. 
It seems liard to imagine how a deformed potential could be capable of producing such a 
high barrier between the four minima of E(+). 
Assnming a substantial C4 distortion for superdeformed lg4IIg we are able to construct 
a classical hamiltonian that has the form of the rotational hamiltonian used by Hamamoto 
and Motteison to describe the A I  = 4 staggering. However, the calculated variation of 
the energy when turning the angular momentum vector around the C* axis is by far to 
small to d o w  the quantized version of this hamiltonian to generate a staggering of the 
observed order of magnitude. 
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